
 
Sharla Miller of Gillette, Wyo., always wanted a baby girl, but the 
odds seemed stacked against her. Two years ago Sharla began 
looking into adopting a baby girl. In the course of her Internet 
research, she stumbled upon a Web site for the Fertility Institutes 
in Los Angeles, headed by Dr. J. Steinberg, where she learned 5 

about an in vitro fertilization technique called preimplantation 
genetic diagnosis (PGD). By creating embryos outside the womb, 
then testing them for gender, PGD could guarantee—with almost 
100 percent certainty—the sex of her baby. Price tag: $18,480, 
plus travel. If all goes well, the run of Miller boys will end in July 10 

with the arrival of twin baby girls. "I have three wonderful boys," 
says Sharla, "but since there was a chance I could have a 
daughter, why not?" 
 

The brave new world is definitely here. After 15 

25 years of staggering advances in 
reproductive medicine—first test-tube 
babies, then donor eggs and surrogate 
mothers—technology is changing baby-
making in a whole new way. No longer can 20 

science simply help couples have babies, it 
can help them have the kind of babies they 
want. Choosing gender may obliterate one of 
the fundamental mysteries of procreation, 
but for people who have grown accustomed 25 

to taking 3-D ultrasounds of fetuses, learning 
a baby's sex within weeks of conception and 
scheduling convenient delivery dates, it's 
simply the next logical step. 
 30 
The advances raise loaded ethical questions about whether 
science is finally crossing a line that shouldn't be crossed. Even 
fertility specialists are divided over whether choosing a male or 
female embryo is acceptable. If couples can request a baby boy or 
girl, what's next on the slippery slope of modern reproductive 35 

medicine? Eye color? Height? Intelligence? Could picking one 
gender over the other become the 21st century's form of sex 
discrimination? Or, as in China, upset the ratio of males to 
females? Many European countries already forbid sex selection; 
should there be similar regulations in the United States? These 40 

explosive issues are being debated in medical journals, on 
university ethics boards and at the highest levels in Washington. 
 

It's one thing to allow infertile couples to choose gender after 
PGD. Creating embryos solely to sort boys from girls sets off 45 

ethical and moral alarm bells. In the last year or so, several clinics 
have begun to offer the procedure for gender balance without 
restrictions. "I've had friends and neighbors discreetly inquire," 
says Dr. David Hill, head of ART Reproductive Center in Beverly 
Hills, Calif., where about 5 to 10 percent of patients are 50 

requesting PGD solely for sex selection. Hill has no problem 
offering it, but he respects colleagues who say no. 
 

Dr. Mark Hughes, a leading PGD authority at Wayne State 
University School of Medicine in Detroit, is one of the latter. "The 55 

last time I checked, your gender wasn't a disease," he says. "There 
is no illness, no suffering and no reason for a physician to be 
involved. Besides, we're too busy helping desperate couples with 
serious disease build healthy families." At Columbia University, Dr. 
Mark Sauer balks at the idea of family balance. "What are you 60 

balancing? It discredits the value of an individual life." For those 
few patients who ask for it, "I look them straight in the face and 
say, 'We're not going to do that'." And at Northwestern, Dr. 
Ralph Kazer says bluntly: " 'Gattaca' was a wonderful movie. 
That's not what I want to do for a living." 65 
 

One of the most vexing concerns is what some consider gender 
selection's implicit sexism. When you choose one sex, the 
argument goes, you reject the other. In Asia girls have been 
aborted or killed, and populations skewed, because of 70 

favoritism toward boys. Could the same thing happen here? 
GIVF's Blauer says the vast majority of MicroSort couples want 

girls, not boys, though that could change if 
Y-sort statistics improve. At Hill's clinic, 
about 65 percent request boys; at 75 

Steinberg's, 55 percent. "It's not going to tip 
the balance one way or the other," he says. 
But what if a couple doesn't get the boy or 
girl they desire? PGD comes as close as it 
gets to guaranteeing outcome, but there 80 

remains the thorny question of what to do 
with "wrong sex" embryos. Opponents 
worry that they'll be destroyed simply 
because they're male or female, but the 
options are identical for everyone going 85 

through IVF. 
 

So what, in the end, should we make of 
gender selection? Will programming of 

human DNA before birth become inevitable? "I learned a long 90 

time ago never to say never," says Rick Myers, chief of 
Stanford's genetics department. Still, he says, traits we're all 
worried about, like height, personality and intelligence, aren't 
the products of single genes. They're cooked in a complex stew 
of DNA and environment—a stew that boggles scientists, even 95 

those with IQs so high you'd swear they were bioengineered. 
And even if we could create designer Uma Thurmans, would 
we want to? Sharla Miller and Mary Toedtman say absolutely 
not. "That's taking it too far," says Miller. 
 100 
We wouldn't be human if we didn't fantasize about the sci-fi 
universe around the corner. Steinberg, who has worked in IVF 
since its conception in the 1970s, remembers finding notes on 
his windshield in the early days that said, test-tube babies have 
no soul. The very idea of creating life outside the womb "was 105 

unthinkable," he says. And yet, some 1 million test-tube babies 
later, the practice has become routine. The same will likely be 
true of gender selection, says Robin Marantz Henig, author of 
the new book "Pandora's Baby," a history of IVF. "The more it's 
done," she says, "the less you're going to see concerns." 110 
 

Lizette Frielingsdorf doesn't have any. She and her husband 
have three boys—Jordan, 8, Justin, 6, and Jake, 5—and one 
MicroSort girl, Jessica, who just turned 2. "I call her my $15,000 
baby. We felt like we won the lottery," says Frielingsdorf. 115 

"Probably once a week someone will say, 'You got your girl. 
How did you do that?' and I'll say, 'Here's the number.' I want 
others to experience the same joy we have." No doubt, many 
will. 
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Brave New Babies 
Parents now have the power to choose the sex of their children. But as technology answers prayers, it also raises some troubling questions 

Mary, left, and Sam Toedtman chose the sex of their nine-

month-old daughter Natalie, center, to balance out their 

boys Jesse, 15 in the back, Jacob, 10, and Lucas, 7. 


